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Bataleon Evil Twin Artist edition

P

hotography is indisputably a form of art, and
a amazing medium to convey snowboarding.
But still the Bataleon Evil Twin Artists Edition
collaboration with the female photographer
tag team Petrovsky & Ramone, aka Petra von Bennekum
and Morena Westerik, looks a bit out of place.
But that’s something that was actually intended by the
makers. Since all Bataleon artwork is done in house, they
sometimes like to “switch things up and work with other
artists”, as Danny Kiebert, “fart director” (his own words,
not ours!) of Bataleon Snowboards told us. In the past
they have collaborated with artists, including Karl Grandin
from the Swedish stylo-brand Cheap Monday.
And with Petrovsky & Ramone, they’re definitely achieving
their goal of stirring things up and doing something new.
Because even though both girls absolutely love snowboarding (Petra has been in the snow since she was four
and definitely needs her “snow doses” every year, which
has already rubbed off on Morena, who is a fan as well after being taught by Petra), they are specialised in fashion
photography and filming. But even in that area, their style
is quite special and unique, as Danny puts it: “Their photos

are sick cuz they are not just shots of good looking girls
in pretty clothes.”
Instead, they capture the stories behind the images, and
add a special feel to it. “We’d been talking about [a collaboration] for a while,” Danny reflects, “how it would be
sick to somehow take their unique way of doing fashion
photography, which in my opinion is an amazing mix of
fashion photography with a kind of reportage feel to it,
and bring that to a board graphic.”
So this is what they did and what came out is a “story
of Love and War”, the theme of the Petrovsky & Ramone
duo. But the photos for this all stem from shootings
that could hardly be more different. The one of the girl
being choked (tail of the board) and the one of the “Gods
Child” tattoo were taken in Venice Beach, while the girl
with the US flag is a friend of the duo, whom they shot in
Salton Sea for a Dutch and an Australian magazine. They
shot her again (the photo with the smoke) in Carlsbad for
another magazine called GEIL (whose title means horny
– don’t ask us…). The pink caravan was shot in the same
location, but for a very different project: a short movie
featuring actor and model Tony Ward. The two girls is a
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piece from their current project on film and photography
of people kissing and the screaming girl is the Brazilian
singer Bia.
The only shot that was especially taken for the board
graphic, is the dog.
“Danny wanted a dog, so we found a police dog training school and went there one night. We needed some
animalistic feel in it, the animal inside us needed to come
alive…” Petra explains. “Danny is most of the time right,
so when he comes with these ideas, we just go for it.”
But even tho every photo has it’s own story, together
they tell a completely new one. And that is what, you ask?
Serving the cliché of the mysterious artists, neither
of the three was willing to commit to a proper statement. When we tried to find out, Petra countered with
questions of her own: “Being out there, pure and finding
yourself? Fighting for inner freedom? Breaking through?
Releasing energy? I don’t know, what do you see in it?”
And that probably is the essence of it: everybody can find
their own story in their lively, imaginative photographs.
Which, if you ask us, is the best part of art anyway.

